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Let Y be an N@, Z) random variable on R”, 1 ( m < co, where Z is positive 
definite. Let C be a nonempty convex set in R” with closure r?. Let ( , ) be the 
Euclidean inner product on R”, and let fi’c be the conditional expected value of Y 
given YEC. For vER” and s > 0, let p,(v) be the expected value of 
I(v, Y) - (v, ,u)I’ and let y,(v) be the conditional expected value of I(u, Y) - (v,,uc)l’ 
given YE C. For s > 1, y,(v) < /3,(v) if and only if c+ JJ v  # t?, and v,(u) < /Is(v) 
forallu#Oifandonlyif~+v#~foranyvERmsuchthatv#O. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM 
Let Y = (Y, ,,.., Y,,,) be a random vector in R’“, 1 < 112 < co, with 
distribution P = A$, C), where ~1 E R” and C is positive definite. Let C be a 
convex subset of Rm with closure C. Let P, denote the conditional 
distribution of Y given YE C. Let ( , ) be the Euclidean inner product on 
Rm, i.e., 
txTY) = 2 xiYl 
i=l 
if x has coordinates xi, 1 < i Q m, and y has coordinates yi, 1 < i ,< m. The 
sth absolute central moment of (0, Y), v E R”, s > 0, is 
A(u) = j- Ku, Y) - (UT P)l” WY). 
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If PC = 012C~...7 Pmc ) = I y dP,( y) is the conditional expected value of Y given 
YE C, then 
is the sth conditional absolute central moment of (u, Y). The moments pS(u) 
and y,(v) are related as in the following theorem. 
THEOREM. For all v E Rm and s > 1, 
Y,(U) <#k(v). (1) 
For s>, 1, 
Y,(V) < t%(v) (2) 
ly and only if c -I- Zv # c, and 
Y,(U) < P,(v), vERm,v#O, 
ifandonlyif~+v#~foranyuEV,v#O. 
(3) 
Kanter and Proppe [ 21 have proven (1) when C has a nonempty interior 
and s = 2. They have shown that y*(v) <&(u) when C has a nonempty 
interior and ((u, c): cE C) is bounded, and they have shown that 
y*(v) < /3*(v) when C is a bounded set with a nonempty interior. 
The proof will begin with proof of (1) and (2) in the case of C with 
nonempty interior, C = Z, ,u = 0, and u = 6, where S, = 1 and ai = 0 for i > 1. 
Equations (1) and (2) will then be proven for general & ZL, and V under the 
condition that C have a nonempty interior. Finally, sets C with empty 
interior will be considered. Given (1) and (2), (3) is an obvious result. 
2. PROOF OF A SPECIAL CASE 
To begin, assume C has nonempty interior, 2 = Z, of = 0, and u = 6, so that 
(6, Y) = Y, . In this section, it is shown that (1) always holds and (2) holds if 
and only if c+S#C. 
If 1) yll* = (y, y), y E R”, the density of Y at y E R” is 
P(Y) = (27P* ev(-II Y 11’/2h yERP, 
and the conditional density of Y given YE C is 
PC(Y) =S(Y)P(Yh yERm, 
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where 
f(Y) = l/fYC), y E c, 
= 0. y 6z c. 
Since f is a log concave function, Theorem 5.1 of Brascamp and Lieb [ 1 ] 
implies that y,(6) < /I,(6) for all s > 1. Thus (1) holds. 
The condition y,%(6) =p,(S). Assume y,(6) =p,(S) for some s > 1. By 
Theorem 4.3 of Brascamp and Lieb [ 1], the conditional density of Y, given 
YE C can be written as 
4AYl) =dY, -k)4(Y1 --iu,c)? ~1 E R 
where g is log concave and 
q(h) = GW”* exp( -Y?% Y, E 4 
is the unconditional density of Y,. 




zg(z) q(z) dz 
and since q is symmetric, g cannot be monotone but not constant. Thus g 
has a maximum at some z,, E R. Without loss of generality, assume z0 > 0. 
Since g is log concave, g(z) > 0, z E (a, b), and g(z) = 0, z & (a, b), for 
some a and b, - 00 < a < b < co. Without loss of generality, one may define 
and 
g(a) = !g g(z) 
g(b) = vTy g(z). 
Clearly a < z, < b. 
By Theorem 10.4 of Rockafellar [4, p. 861, logg is Lipschitzian on every 
compact interval [c, d] c (a, b). Since the exponential function is also 
Lipschitzian on [c, d], Theorem 2 of Natanson [3, p. 2451 implies that g is 
absolutely continuous on [c, d]. By Rockafellar [4, p. 244, Theorem 25.31, g 
has a derivative g’ at all but at most a denumerable number of points. By 
Theorem 3 of Natanson (3, p. 2551, 
g(d) = g(c) + Id g’(z) dz. 
c 
Clearly g’(z) > 0, z < zO, and g’(z) < 0, z > zO. 
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For any nonnegative bounded function f on [O, co), let 
A(f)= j”jcc dx 4 q(x) 4(Yw-(xl --f(Y)lW -Y”>. 
0 0 
As in Brascamp and Lieb [ 1, Eq. (5.4)], 
2[y,(S)--P,(6)1=A(g)+A(-g). 
Since z. > 0, A(-g) < 0, with A(-g) ( 0 if g is not constant on (- co, 0). 
For E > 0, let 
g,(z) = g(z), ff<Z<b, 
= g(b)@ + E - Z)/E, b<z<b+c, 
= g(a)@ - a + 8)/E, a--E<z<a, 




g,(d) = g,(c) + jd g:(z) dz, - 00 Q c < d G * * 
c 
w(z) = [q(z)] - ' ip dx p dY 4(x) q(Yw -Y"h 
= 0, z < 0. 
As in Brascamp and Lieb [ 1, Eq. (5.10)], 
A(g)=2 lim ~I o jam w(z) 4(z) g: (z) dz 
Co = 2 
I 
w(z) 4(z) g’(z) dz f da) 4(a) Iv(a) -g(b) 4(b) W(b)9 
0 
where +v( 00) q( oo) = 0. Similarly, 
0 = j zq(z) g(z) dz = : j q(z) g’(z) dz 
+ : da> g(Q) - : 4(b) g(b)* 
683/10/3-9 
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As noted in the proof of Lemma 5.3 of Brascamp and Lieb 111, Y is a 
positive and increasing function on (0, at). 
Since g(z) > 0, z < z,,, and g’(z) < 0, z > z,,, 
=- 20° 
I I v(z) - whl4(z) lg’(z)l dz -a, 
-g(a) I w(a) - PWI 
- 0) q(b) I W(b) - wk3I* 
Thus A(g) < 0, with equality only if g’(z) = 0 almost everywhere, 
g(a) 4(a) I w(a) - WWI = 09 (5) 
and 
i?(b) 4(b) I v@) - ww = 0. (6) 
Thus A(g) + ,4(-g) can only be 0 if g’(z) = 0 almost everywhere and (5) 
and (6) hold. If g’(z) = 0 almost everywhere, then g(u) = g(zJ = g(b) > 0. 
Thus (5) implies u = - co or a = z0 and (6) implies b = 03 or b = zO. The 
condition a = b = z0 is impossible since g(z) would then be zero almost 
everywhere.If one of a or b is finite, then g is monotone but not constant, an 
impossibility as noted earlier in the proof. Thus a = - 00 and b = co, so that 
g is the constant function 1. Thus 2 [y,(v) -j?,(v)] = A(g) + A(-g) can only 
be 0 if g(z) = 1, z E R. 
Since pc(y) < [l/P(C)] p(y), y E R”, a straightforward integration over 
yi, 2 < i < m, shows that 
4&, 74 = 4(h) expbvd ev(-i&/f) 
G IWC)l dY,h Y, E R, 
whenever m > 2. The inequality is trivial if m = 1, for qc is then pc. Thus 
P ,c = 0. In other words, the conditional distribution of Y, given YE C 
coincides with the unconditional distribution of Y, . 
Assume~+6#~.ThenforsomecE~,c++6~orc-6~C.Without 
loss of generality, assume c + 6 @ C. Then the separating hyperplane 
theorem implies that w  E RP exists such that 
fJ = (w, c + 4 > (WY), yE c. 
Since (w, c + 6) = (w, c) + w, > (w, c), w, > 0. For y, > 0, the conditional 
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probability Pc( Y, > JJ,) that Y, > y, given that YE C does not exceed the 
probability ratio 
which in turn does not exceed 
p(y, >y,)p $ wiyi < b-W,y* ( )I P(C) i=Z 
where Cim_* wiYi = 0 for m = 1. 
Since Cy!“=2 wiYi - N(0, Cy=“=2 wf), 
( 
m  
p )J WiYi<b-W,y, <P(C) 
i=2 1 
if y, is sufficiently large. Since P(Y, > y,) = P,(Y, > y,), a contradiction 
results. Therefore C + S = C. 
The condition c+ S = C. Assume C + 6 = c. Then C + k6 = C for all 
integral k. By the convexity of C, it follows that C + k6 = C for all k. If 
m = 1, then C= R, PC= P, and y,(S) =fi,(S), s > 1. If m > 1, let 
D= {(y,,...,y,)ER’+ (0,~ 2 ,..., JJ,,,) E C}. If y E c, then (0, y2 ,..., y,) E C 
and (v2 ,..., Y,) E D. If 02 ,...v Y,  ) E D, then y = (y, , y, ,..., y,,,) E C for all 
y, E R. Thus c is the Cartesian product R x D. Since the Y, are 
independent, 1 < i < m, the conditional distribution of Y, given Y, E R, 
Y ) E D is the same as the unconditional distribution of Y,. Thus 
K&L y:(6), s > 1. Hence (2) holds if and only if C + 6 # C. 
3. THE CASE OF C WITH NONEMPTY INTERIOR 
Consider general 0, ,u, and I;, but still assume that C has a nonempty 
interior. Let A be a nonsingular linear transformation on R” with transpose 
A* such .that AZA*=I and (A*)-‘v=6. Let b=Ap. Then 
Z=AY-b-N(O,I)and(u,Y)=(6,Z)+b,.Onehas YECifandonlyif 
Z E AC - b = (Ay - b: y E C). Thus y,(v) < ps(u), s > 1, and y,(v) < p$(v) if 
and only if AC--#AA---+(A*)-‘v. Since A-‘(A*)-‘=& 
y,(u) < /Is(u) if and only if c+ zu # c. 
4. THE CASE OF C WITH EMPTY INTERIOR 
To conclude, assume C had dimension k ( m. Either k = 0 or k > 0. If 
k = 0, then the conditional distribution of Y given YE C is supported at a 
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single point, so that y,(u) = 0, s >, 1. Thus (1) is trivial and (2) holds for 
v # 0, in which case, C + Ev # c 
If k > 0, then let A be a linear transformation on R” and let b be an 
element of Rm such that D =AC- b satisfies d, = 0, k < i< m, for all 
d = (d, )...) d,,,) E D, and such that AZA* = I. Let 13 = Ap - 6. 
Let 2 = A Y - b, so that 2 m N&I). Let w  = (A*)-’ v = (IV, ,..., IV,,,). The 
conditional distribution of (v, Y) given YE C is the same as the conditional 
distribution of (w, Z) + (w, b) given Z E D, which in turn is the same as the 
conditional distribution of 
given (Z, ,..., Z,) = D* = {(d, ,..., dk) E Rk: (d, ,..., d,, 0 ,..., 0) E D). The last 
result holds since (Z, ,..., Z,) and (Z,, i ,..., Z,) are independently 
distributed. Let /3:(w) denote the sth absolute central moment of Cf= i wiZi, 
and let y,*(w) denote the sth conditional absolute central moment of 
Cf=, wiZi given (Z, ,..., Z,) E D*. Since D* has a nonempty interior, 
Y,(V) = Y:(w) <P:(w), 
with equality only if 6* + (w, ,..., wk) = 0”. One has p:(w) <<Jv), with 
equality only if wi = 0, k < i < m. Thus ys < Bs(v), with equality only if 
a+w=D, in which case c+Cv=c 
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